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March 9, 2011

Alternative Dispute Resolution and Ethics

Is there a Duty to Discuss ADR with Clients?

Read More
October 15, 2010

Estate & Trust Litigation Can Be Avoided: It’s All in the 
Planning

Your work is done. The estate documents and will are signed. You have completed your mission and 
accomplished the goals of the client, who is pleased.

Read More
July 21, 2010

Planning for U.S. Persons Inheriting Offshore Trust 
Structures

The Internal Revenue Code (Code) can greatly complicate matters for U.S. persons with overseas 
activities or holdings. In particular, the failure of these persons to comply with various return filing 
requirements under federal law can produce harsh monetary penalties and possible criminal sanctions. 
This article discusses some of the more important of these requirements and applies them to the example 
that follows.

Read More
June 10, 2010

Office Leasing Issues?

If your practice has outgrown its current space or you have decided that you want to relocate to another 
building for one reason or another, or you are opening an additional office location...for whatever reason 
you must lease space for your business. What do you do?

Read More
March 20, 2010

Mastering The Art of A Corporate Acquisition

Many endeavors contain elements of both “technical competence” and “artistic skill.” Playing beautiful 
music requires more than knowing which fingers hit which keys in the proper sequence. Similarly, a race 
car driver brings much more to the track than knowing how to use the accelerator, brake and steering 
wheel.
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